
FIFTH SECONDARY ENGLISH REVIEW WORKSHEET #9 

Name: ____________________________________ V: A/B/C 

 

1. Read the following text and answer the questions 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

According to the article, are the sentences true or false, or is there not enough 

information to be sure? 

1. The CLIL method is used in many places. 

2. Using CLIL means that schools save lesson time. 

3. CLIL materials are designed to present language structures in a logical order. 

4. Students learn grammar better in CLIL classes. 

5. Subject teachers usually have language courses before teaching CLIL. 

6. When content and language teachers teach CLIL, they both have to change their style. 

7. CLIL only works with highly able students. 

8. CLIL students end up with better language skills than students taught traditionally. 

 



2. Complete the sentences with the words from the box 

Why        most of which          who             which          all of whom 

 where            the result of which              whose 

 

 

1. A pickpocket recently admitted around a hundred offences, most of which had been 

committed on London streets. 

2. A German tourist ___________________wallet had been stolen agreed to meet the 

thief. 

3. A journalist interviewed other tourists on the street___________________ the incident 

had taken place. 

4. He talked to three tourists ___________________ were carrying valuables in a 

rucksack. 

5. One tourist, ___________________preferred not to give his name, had a wallet in his 

back pocket. 

6. There are obvious reasons___________________ tourists are such an easy target. 

7. A lot of tourists carry cash, ___________________ is not very sensible. 

8. There was a poster campaign last year, ___________________ was a drop in crime 

figures. 

 

3. Match 1-8 with a-h to make sentences 

 

1. We recruited a lot of staff last year, 

2. I don’t want to say anything 

3. The menu has a limited number of dishes, 

4. Whoever is last to leave 

5. Spring is a time of year 

6. The club takes on a lot of young players, 

7. She was late to work on her fi rst day, 

8.  I’ve met a lot of people in my life, 

 

 

a. a few of whom are now close friends. 

b. should switch off the lights. 

c. a percentage of whom turn professional. 

d. I always look forward to. 

e. which was a bad sign. 



f. some of whom have started really well. 

g. most of which I’ve tried. 

h. which could be misunderstood. 

 

4. Complete the sentences with the most appropriate words in the box 

half-hearted                narrow-minded            heartbreaking 

mind-boggling            hard-hearted             open-minded 

heartwarming                warm-hearted 

 

1 The kitchen was amazing, with a mind-boggling range of gadgets and equipment. 

2 She’s so kind, friendly and sympathetic – a really  ___________________ person. 

3 The happy ending after such a hard struggle through ___________________ poverty 

and illness was really . 

4 He showed very little enthusiasm for the job. In fact, it was all rather 

___________________. 

5 He has very little time for, or interest in, people’s feelings. He is 

so___________________  . 

6 Our new manager is very ___________________  , always willing to listen to different 

ideas. 

7 The old manager was ___________________ and never really listened to anyone. 

8 It was ___________________ to see all those poor children suffering so much. 


